Gene Expression Programming (GEP) is a genetic algorithm that evolves linear chromosomes encoding nonlinear (tree-like) structures. In the original GEP algorithm, the genome size is problem specific and is determined through trial and error. In this work, a method for adaptive control of the genome size is presented. The approach introduces mutation, transposition, and recombination operators that enable a population of heterogeneously structured chromosomes, something the original GEP algorithm does not support. This permits crossbreeding between normally incompatible individuals, speciation within a population, increases the evolvability of the representations, and enhances parallel GEP. To test our approach, an assortment of problems were used, including symbolic regression, classification, and parameter optimization. Our experimental results show that our approach provides a solution for the problem of self-adaptive control of the genome size of GEP's representation.
Introduction
Evolutionary computation (EC) is a machine learning technique that uses processes often inspired by biological mechanisms to obtain a solution to a given problem. Applying an EC algorithm to a problem begins by defining how potential solutions are represented, which is known as the problem representation. A problem representation is defined by the type of input data (the Terminal Set) used to generate a solution, the desired number, and types of outputs and the operations (the Function Set) used to transform the inputs into the output values. An important step in applying an EC methodology to a particular problem is the specification of parameters that define the problem representation and control the algorithm. Finding appropriate parameter values that yield satisfactory results usually requires carefully developed heuristics or expert knowledge. In EC algorithms, the concept of a population of candidate solutions, or individuals, is used to represent a pool of possible solutions to a particular problem. The encodings, or genomes, used to represent a solution vary depending on the EC methodology. It can be as simple as binary code, or as complex as a full fledged programming language. The Gene Expression Programming (GEP) algorithm [1] , developed by Candida Ferreira, is an EC algorithm which uses separate encodings for the genotype and phenotype.
This work introduces novel enhancements to the Gene Expression Programming (GEP) algorithm that enable flexible genome representations, endow self-adaptive characteristics, increase the diversity within a population, and enhances the parallelization of the algorithm. The following issues are particularly relevant to the work presented here.
(1) Evolvability. The structure of the problem representation does not vary during a run, as it is restricted to the initial values for the head domain length and number of genes. This constrains the algorithm to narrow bands of exploration and reduces its ability to produce meaningful change or a paradigm shift within a population.
(2) Crossbreeding and Speciation. In GEP, genetic operations and transformation are restricted to identically structured genomes, preventing different species, or disparately structured genomes, from evolving and competing within a population. (4) Parameter Tuning and Self-Adaptation. The GEP algorithm lacks a self-adaptation mechanism and thus requires additional time and resources to systematically evaluate different control parameter sets and subjecting the algorithm to operator biases.
To address the evolvability of the problem representation, we developed two new operators to permit the structure of the GEP genome to be changed during a run. We call these new operators the Adaptive Chromosome Size (ACS) Mutation operator and the Head Insertion Sequence (HIS) Transposition operator.
The problems of speciation and genome interactions between disparately structured individuals were solved by replacing the canonical GEP recombination operators with modified versions that permit dissimilarly structured individuals to interact.
From the beginning of our explorations we wanted to improve the performance of the GEP algorithm when distributed. We quickly realized that transferring individuals between separate GEP populations was severely limited by the inability for structurally different individuals to recombine. This issue was eliminated by the introduction of our modified recombination operators.
Finally, to enable parameter tuning in the GEP algorithm, we designed our HIS and ACS mutation operators to eliminate the two critical parameters of the GEP algorithm: the head size and the number of genes. Additionally, the HIS and ACS mutation operators were designed to permit the algorithm to self-adaptively tune the optimal chromosome structure.
Our proposed methodology was empirically evaluated using an assortment of problem classes and complexity levels. Symbolic regressions evaluated were kinematics problems, a series of polynomial regressions, and the "Sunspot Problem". The classification problem tested was the LiveDescribe dataset from the The Center for Learning Technology at Ryerson University. Finally, the effectiveness of the proposed methodology for optimizing parameters was evaluated using the De Jong test functions [2] .
The effectiveness of the proposed changes were evaluated by comparing the performance of the enhanced GEP algorithm against the original GEP algorithm. Additionally, the symbolic regression results were compared to the adaptive distributed GEP algorithm developed by Park et al. [3] . The results obtained using an application developed during the course of this work, known as Syrah, and the results were validated using the K-Fold method with 10 folds.
The specific contributions of this work are as follows:
(1) development of the Head Insertion Sequence (HIS) operator to self-adaptively tune the head size parameter in the GEP algorithm and to enable the structure of the individual to evolve during a run, (2) creation of the Adaptive Chromosome Size (ACS) Mutation operator that self-adaptively tunes the number of genes of an individual in a GEP population, Therefore allows the genome structure to evolve.
(3) addition of new recombination operators to the GEP algorithm to enable structurally dissimilar genomes to interact, therefore enabling individuals to be transferred between separate GEP populations without any genomic structural constraints. This feature is particularly important to parallel GEP systems, as it permits unrestricted migration.
Following this introduction, we present the background material related to this work in Section 2, our methodology in Section 3, the results and discussions of our experiments in Section 4, and finally, in Section 5, the conclusion and potential future work.
Background
In this section we present the relevant existing research that pertains to the key issues addressed by this work, including: the canonical Gene Expression Programming algorithm, the evolvability of the problem representation, genome crossbreeding and speciation, distributed evolution, parameter control and, self-adaptation.
Canonical GEP Algorithm.
The Gene Expression Programming (GEP) algorithm was first published by Ferreira in 2001 [1] . Like other EC methodologies, GEP derives its inspiration from biological processes and has been successfully applied to a variety of problems [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
A significant difference in GEP is the separation of the phenotype and genotype. Many existing methodologies, such as Genetic Programming [10] and Genetic Algorithms [11] , use a single representation for both the genotype and the phenotype. By separating the representation, the GEP algorithm is able to benefit from the speed of operating on a linear genotype and the flexibility offered by the tree-based phenotype. It also permits the physical representation to affect the genetic code of the individual, as is found in nature.
In the GEP algorithm, each individual or candidate program is referred to as a chromosome. Every chromosome in the population represents a syntactically correct program, because of the underlying nature of the chromosome's encoding and representation.
Chromosome Encoding.
In GEP the genome or chromosome consists of a linear, symbolic string of one or more genes, with each gene coding for an expression tree (ET). A gene has two well-defined, adjacent regions called head, containing symbols that code for internal or leaf nodes of the encoded ET, and tail, containing terminal symbols (the leaf nodes) of the encoded ET. In canonic GEP, both the number of genes and the head size of a gene are input parameters for the algorithm. The tail size t is a function of the head size h, and is determined as follows:
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In the case of multigenic chromosomes, all ETs are connected by their root node using a linking function. In the GEP system presented in this work we used the addition operator as the linking function. To illustrate, Figure 1 shows an example of a chromosome and the respective tree it encodes.
Evolvability.
Evolvability refers to the ability of a genome to change over time and to occasionally produce offspring that are more effective at a particular problem (and thus perform an effective search) [12, 13] . For evolutionary computation, this becomes significant for representations, such as GEP, that separate the phenotype from the genotype. In the case of this work, we focus on the evolvability of the structure of the genotype (the encoding of the genome). This is particularly important in the case of GEP, since the genome structure of the canonical algorithm is fixed throughout a run and controlled by two problem-specific parameters.
Lopes and Weinert [14] proposed an enhanced GEP algorithm called EGIPSYS that varied the length of the head domain on a genome-level basis. The individuals, however, were composed of a fixed number of equal-length genes. This contrasts with the approach presented here, where each individual may have any number of genes and each gene may have a unique head length. Additionally, EGIPSYS neither implemented the one-point recombination operator nor introduced operators to vary a chromosome's length. It also restricted the operation of the gene recombination operator to like-sized individuals. All of these issues are resolved in the method presented here.
In an attempt to improve the evolvability of the individuals in GEP, Yue et al. [15] proposed a crossover strategy called Valid Crossover Strategy which would crossover all individuals in a population and create the subsequent population from the n-best valid chromosomes. This approach seemed to help the evolution of the solution, but not the evolution of the structure itself.
Several different strategies for improving the GEP algorithm were presented by Tang et al. in [16] . A feature of interest that they developed was an adaptive mutation mechanism, which was essentially a fitness proportional mutation rate. On an individual basis, the mutation rate applied to a chromosome was inversely proportional to its fitness. Thus, highly fit individuals would have a lower mutation rate applied to them, reducing the number of potentially disruptive changes to chromosome. Conversely, poorly fit individuals were more likely to have significant mutation performed on their chromosomes. The implementation of the Adaptive Chromosome Sizing Mutation Operator introduced in this work uses the idea of a fitness proportional mutation rate to preferentially mutate the number of genes in poorly fit individuals.
In this work we introduce new operators to improve the evolvability of GEP genomes. The new operators are the HIS transposition and ACS mutation operators, which allow the structure of a GEP genotype to change over time. The evolution of the genotype occurs in parallel, but fundamentally linked, to the exploration of the search space for a particular problem. The two evolutionary processes are interconnected because changes in the genotype can permit the algorithm to explore regions of the search space that may be inaccessible to other genome structures.
Crossbreeding and Speciation.
The concept of crossbreeding and speciation embraced in this work is that of interactions between disparately structured, but fundamentally compatible, genomes. The idea of crossbreeding specifically refers to the ability for any individual, regardless of structure (or species), to reproduce and create viable offspring. The ability to crossbreed any individual permits a more genetically diverse population and enabled unrestricted exploration of the search space by the algorithm.
Speciation, on the other hand, can have several different interpretations. In particular, it can refer to the ability for "subpopulations" to exist within a single main population for the purpose of "niching" [17] . Speciation and niching has been used to promote diversity within a population, prevent (or limit) convergence, and address multimodal problems where different areas of the solution space require different individuals [13] . Two methods for using speciation, or niching, are Crowding [2] and Fitness Sharing [18] .
The EGIPSYS algorithm [14] permitted different-sized chromosomes within a population, which other systems, such as canonical GEP, AdaGep [19] , and PGEP-O [3] , do not support. However, unlike our proposed methodology, all individuals in an EGIPSYS population were required to have the same number of genes. This contrasts with our proposed methodology, which supports (and, in fact, encourages) populations consisting of individuals that have both differing head domain lengths and gene counts.
Park et al. introduced a parallel system, PGEP-O [3] , which attempted to dynamically tune specific parameters of the GEP algorithm. In the work, the individuals were constrained by the genome restrictions of canonical GEP; that is, only identically structured individuals were able to interact and exist within a single population or island. This methodology was limited because the transfer of individuals between islands, or migration, could only occur between islands with identical gene counts and head domain sizes. The methodology presented in this work eliminates these constraints by creating operators that do not restrict the interaction of genomes with fundamentally different structures.
The contributions presented in this work enable crossbreeding between disparately structured individuals in a GEP population, a feature unavailable in canonical GEP. This enables evolution of different species within a population, and while specifically implementing niching is beyond the scope of this work, it could be examined in the future.
Distributed Evolution.
The intrinsic parallel nature of EC can often be further exploited by distributing a given EC algorithm. Parallelization techniques can generally be classified by their granularity, defined as either fine grained or coarse-grained models. Fine-grained techniques commonly have low computational requirements, but higher communication needs, and are well suited for multiprocessor systems. Coarse-grained models, on the other hand, tend to be computational intensive but have lower communication requirements and are better suited to discrete computational nodes. The Island Model is a coarse-grained technique that was introduced in [20] and has been shown to be fault tolerant [21] . The distributed system implemented to validate our methodology uses the Island Model.
The exchange of genetic material between islands, or demes, is referred to as migration. The structure of the connections between islands, or the topology, is bounded by the cases of isolated islands (no migration) and fullyconnected (migration to all other demes) [22] . Additionally, dynamic topologies have been suggested [23] . In addition to the topology, the rate of migration, number of migrants, and the migration policy control the flow of individuals between islands [24] . One aspect of a migration policy is whether the migration occurs synchronously (migrations occur in specific intervals with specific partners) or asynchronously (migrations occurred whenever a deme has a migrant to exchange) [25] . Interested readers are directed to [23, 24, [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] for more detailed information regarding migration.
The PGEP-O system [3] is another example of a parallel GEP algorithm which used two island groups. The first island group was a standard Island Model implementation, in which a single population of individuals was evolved on each island. The second island group used the first group's island as their "individuals" in an attempt to use a GA to optimize the parameter settings of the island populations. Since the two island groups were needed, PGEP-O could only operate in a distribute mode. Additionally, since Park et al. did not address the interaction of differing genome structures, migration between the islands could only occur between likestructured populations. This limited the algorithm's ability to explore the search space.
Lin et al. proposed a fine-grained parallel GEP system [31] which exploited niching to improve the performance of the GEP algorithm. Based on their reported algorithm and data, they used a shared pool of like-structured individuals and empirically determined the GEP algorithm's parameter values.
A multiobjective parallel GEP system, PGEP-AP [32] , also used the Island Model with migration. In addition to the standard migration mechanism PGEP-AP used a separate elitist population to store the best individuals from the various subpopulations.
The PED-GEP algorithm introduced in [33] used a measure of diversity to guide evolution among parallel clients; however, the details of their parallelization lacked further specifics.
Du et al., in [34] , demonstrated a parallel GEP implementation that used Estimation of Distribution to improve the performance of the GEP algorithm. This system used asynchronous migration with a fully connected Island Model; that is, each island (population) could potentially interact with any other island.
Our approach to the distribution of the GEP algorithm was to use a fullyconnected coarse-grained model with random migration and to remove the restrictions placed on the migration mechanism by canonical GEP's inability to support dissimilarly structured chromosomes in a single population. By permitting unrestrained migration, populations in a parallel setting are now able to freely exchange candidate solutions to enhance the solution quality and diversity.
2.5.
Parameter Control and Self-Adaptation. Most Evolutionary Computation algorithms require a set of control parameters, which influence the process evolution to be configured based on the particular problem being explored. The process of setting these parameters often requires complex heuristics, "rules of thumb", or specific knowledge from a domain expert. Thus, it is desirable to automatically tune the parameter values prior to executing the algorithm or to self-adaptively tune the parameters during the run.
In problem solving and optimization, the impossibility theory of "No Free Lunch" [35] has been postulated and roughly states that without a priori knowledge of a problem (to tailor the methodology to it) no single problem-solving method is inherently better for all problem classes [36] . This has implications for any evolutionary algorithm and parameter control method, especially those with attempt to optimize the parameters prior to executing an evolutionary run and then use static values throughout the run [37] . Additionally, it has been shown [38] that optimal parameter values can vary throughout a single run. This implies that, while it may be impossible to determine optimal values for all problems and situations, it should be possible to evolve values that are "good enough". Additionally, it implies that methodologies that are able to optimize their parameter values dynamically have an inherent advantage over those that do not.
The PGEP-O system presented in [3] approached the issue of parameter control as a separate optimization problem that ran in parallel to the main evolutionary algorithm.
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This system used a parallel GEP implementation, using the Island Model, to evolve solutions to the target problem and a genetic algorithm (GA) running on a separate client to optimize the two GEP parameters. The head size and gene count parameters were optimized by using trial values on each GEP island and then reporting back to the GA parameter optimizer. This approach, while successful, suffered from several issues that are remedied by our proposed methodology. The PGEP-O algorithm required additional resources, since the parameter optimization was a separate calculation. Additionally, the GA optimizer had to wait for an entire run to complete before it was able to execute a new generation, which is problematic for long-running evolutions.
The DM-GEP algorithm [33] introduced a dynamic mutation rate operator in an attempt guide evolution. DM-GEP divided the execution of a run into three stages, the initial stage; the metaphase stage, and the anaphase stage. Each stage was then assigned a specific mutation rate and the mutation rate used in each generation was progressively scaled, by a fixed amount, from one value to the next. In this manner, the number of generations executed in a run was directly related to the mutation rates. This approach did not, strictly speaking, tune the mutation parameter and was not self-adaptive, but did dynamically alter the rate and showed improvement over the standard GEP implementation.
Bautu et al. introduced in [19] an algorithm, called AdaGEP, for automatically controlling the number of genes of a GEP representation. The approach involved adding to the genome a bit array that maps each bit to a gene in the chromosome. The bit in each position of the array indicates if whether gene would be included in the translation to an expression tree during the fitness evaluation. Specific genetic operators were designed to operate on this bit array, thus evolving an optimal mask. The AdaGEP algorithm was limited by the fact that the total number of genes in any chromosome could never change. Thus, there was little benefit to using that method versus using automatically defined functions, or homeotic genes, in GEP's jargon, to evolve the execution order of the genes. Additionally, the size of individuals in the algorithm's population could never change, so that, even if fewer genes were required, the genetic operators would still be performed on the full chromosome.
The work presented in [15] included a method to vary the mutation and crossover rates during a run, based on the Cloud Model [39] . This methodology improved the performance of the GEP algorithm, but was only applied to like-structured genomes.
Eiben et al. stated in their "Parameter Control in Evolutionary Algorithms" survey [37] that determining successful values for algorithm parameters in EC is a "grand challenge" problem.
The approach to parameter control and self-adaptation presented in this work was accomplished using multiple techniques which work together to self-adaptively tune GEP parameters. To tune the head domain length and number of genes, we developed the HIS transposition and ACS mutation operators. In addition to these operators, we created new recombination operators which allowed structurally disparate (and normally incompatible) genomes to be able to crossbreed and create viable offspring, which permits individuals with different head domain length and gene count parameters to compete within a single population.
Methodology
This section introduces the proposed enhancements to the GEP algorithm to address the issues identified in Section 1, to wit the evolvability of the problem representation, genome speciation and crossbreeding, distributed evolution, and parameter control and self-adaptation in the canonical GEP algorithm. The section will introduce our proposed enhancements, the details of the implementation of the framework used for evaluation, and the experiments used to validate our hypothesis.
Proposed GEP Algorithm Enhancements.
To address the issues of evolvability, crossbreeding, distributed evolution, and parameter control found in canonical GEP, our proposed modifications to GEP include several new operators and also modifications to the existing recombination operators. The new operators introduced in the following section offer solutions to the problems of evolvability and the control of two critical parameters in GEP. The modified recombination operators were developed to permit speciation within a GEP population and to enhance distributed GEP populations.
The original version of the GEP algorithm required that two critical parameters, the length of the head domain and the number of genes in the chromosome, to be set to fixed values prior to the execution of a run. These parameters are generally domain and problem specific, which further exacerbates the problem of finding "good" values (not even particularly optimal ones) for the parameters. By developing new operators which permit genome structure changes, we enabled the head domain length and number of genes to be implicitly tuned during a run. Our algorithm enhancements also permit each gene in a chromosome to have a unique head domain length. This extra feature enables the length of the gene to vary, and thus the length of the function encoded by that gene.
In addition to parameter control, our approach improves the evolvability, or the ability of the structure of the genome to evolve, by removing the fixed-length chromosome restrictions in canonical GEP and allowing the number of genes to vary during a run. Chromosome evolvability was specifically addressed by designing the new operators to increase the capacity of the genome for extracting and exploiting the underlying structure of the fitness function under consideration.
The new operators for parameter control and enhancing evolvability are presented in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2.
Adaptive Chromosome Size Mutation
Operator. In Algorithm 1 we present the pseudocode for the Adaptive Chromosome Size (ACS) mutation operator used in our enhanced GEP algorithm. The ACS operator mutates the number of genes in a chromosome, potentially increasing or decreasing the total number of genes when it is applied. The ACS operator is applied to the entire population during each generation.
The AcsGeneMutation(· · · ) method takes a chromosome (chr) as a parameter and mutates it according to the following procedure. Initially, it calculates the decayRate, which is used to decrease the operator's application as the run progresses. In the decayRate calculation the factor is a user-defined value that scales the decayRate and is set to 0.2 for all experiments. This scales the decayRate to zero for the final 20 percent of the run.
Next, the algorithm calculates the probability of mutation muP. The probability of mutation is inversely proportional to the individuals fitness when compared to the best fitness in the current generation. If the muP is less than the user-defined minimum mutation rate, minRate, then muP is set equal to minRate. The mutation rate, muP, is then scaled by decayRate to arrive at the final muP value. The operator then generates a random probability using RandProbability () and compares it to muP to determine whether the AcsGeneMutation will be applied to the chromosome. Next, the operator performs a coin toss using DoCoinToss () to determine whether a gene should be added or removed. When a gene is added, the operator selects an insertion point, insertionPoint, at a random position in the sequence of genes of the chromosome.
It then calls the worker method, InsertGeneAt(· · · ), to insert a randomly created gene at the insertion point. When a gene is removed, the operator first verifies that there is more than one gene (chr.NGenes) in the chromosome. It then randomly selects a gene in the chromosome using the GetRnd(· · · ) method and calls the DeleteGeneAt(· · · ) method to remove the gene from the chromosome.
The mutation operator always uses a step size equal to one. Thus, it modifies a single gene in the chromosome during each application of the operator. Alternative step sizes were not investigated, but will be examined in future work.
HIS Transposition Operator.
To dynamically tune the size of a gene, we introduced a new transposition operator called head insertion sequence transposition, HIS transposition, for short. The transposable elements (also called transposons) in this case are fragments of the genome, located in the head of a gene, that can be activated and jump to (possibly) another gene head in the chromosome. Two features make this operator different from the canonic transposition operators used in GEP, to wit that (i) the transposable element is necessarily located in the head of a gene,
(ii) during transposition the transposon is cut from the place of origin (instead of copied, like in canonic transposition in GEP), thus shortening the length of the respective gene, and then inserted in the place of destination located necessarily in the head of (possibly) another gene, thus elongating the gene length at the target site.
Specifically, the HIS transposition operator works as follows. Initially the operator randomly chooses the chromosome, the start and end sites of the transposon, and the target site. As mentioned above, these start and end sites are located in the head of a gene. Moreover, transposons contain at most three elements. Next, the operator cuts the transposon from the site of origin, making the necessary arrangements to maintain the structural integrity of the gene. That is, if the transposon locates in the middle of the head of a gene, then the left and right remaining segments of the head are concatenated, thus forming the new gene head. Next, the operator inserts the transposon at the target site, thus elongating the head of the gene. Notice that the gene heads at the place of origin and at the target site have now changed; the latter is now longer by, say, k elements, and the former is k elements shorter. Finally, using (1), the operator adjusts 
Recombination Operators for Nonuniform Chromosomes.
The notion of species is not present in canonic GEP, as all chromosomes have the same structure; that is, all individuals in a population have the same gene head size, same gene tail size, and the same number of genes. The possibility of different species within a single GEP population is highly desirable feature for the parallelization of the algorithm, particularly when using a migration mechanism in a distributed setting. By modifying the existing GEP recombination operators to handle genomes with different structures, our enhanced GEP algorithm now supports crossbreeding and speciation within both a single population and distributed islands.
To support different-sized chromosomes created by ACS mutation and HIS transposition operations, we created modified versions for the one-point and two-point recombination operators used in GEP. These operators also facilitate integrating individuals with differing genome structures (i.e., a differing number of genes and head domain lengths) into a target population during migration, when distributed. Recombination via these operators works as follows: initially the first positions for the head and tail sections of the two-parent chromosomes are paired (see Figure 2) . Then the crossover point (or points, in the case of two-point recombination) is randomly chosen from the overlapping sections of the chromosome. Then the crossover point locates either in the head of a gene or in the tail. If it falls in the head, then the genetic material is exchanged (the strands swapped) at the crossover point (see Figure 2(a) ). For this case, there is no need to adjust the structure (tail size) of the gene containing the crossover point. If it locates in the tail of a gene, then we use the following process to exchange the genetic material of the genes where the crossover point is located. First we exchange the genetic material at the point of crossover. Then, we verify that the tail sizes of the resulting genes comply with the respective resulting head sizes. If the tail size of a recombined gene is s elements shorter than the allowed size, then we append to it s elements from the tail of the other parent gene, thus making the final tail size of the recombined gene compliant with its head size (notice the strand added to O 1 in Figure 2(b) ). On the other hand, if the tail size of the recombined gene is s symbols longer than the allowed size, then we cut its s last symbols out (notice the strand removed from O 2 in Figure 2(b) ).
The rest of genetic material is exchanged as in normal crossover, with a caveat: for the case of GEP-RNC (GEP with real number constants [7] ), if the crossover point locates in the tail of a gene, the genetic material in the domain of constants (Dc) is exchanged as normal and the lengths of the Dc domains are adjusted. If the crossover point falls in the Dc domain, then recombination proceeds via the same procedure used for the tails, as illustrated in Figure 2(b) . The arrays containing the gene's real number constants are exchanged in their entirety [40] .
Crossover point Figure 2: One-point recombination of two chromosomes, P 1 and P 2 , containing 3 and 2 genes, respectively; h and t denote the head and tail portions of each gene, respectively. In Figure 2 (a) the crossover point locates in the head of a gene. In Figure 2 (b) the crossover point locates in the tail of a gene.
Analogous to GEP, our recombination operators also produce two children from the parents, with one child having the same length as one of the parents, and the other child having the same length as that of the other parent.
Syrah Implementation.
In this study, a parallel capable GEP system called Syrah, which dynamically tunes the number of genes and gene size, was developed. To test this system, a suite of nontrivial symbolic regressions was used and the quality of the models was benchmarked against models obtained via a canonic GEP system and competing methodologies.
Syrah's system requirements differ from GEP-RNC (GEP with real number constants [7] ) in regards to the genetic operators it uses, which are detailed in Sections 3.1.1, 3.1.2, and 3.1.3.
In Syrah's implementation, tournament selection with elitism was used. Many GEP implementations use Roulette Wheel selection, but as long as elitism is used, various selection methods will produce equally good results [7] .
When the Syrah system is operating in parallel, it uses a coarse-grained model (or Island Model [20] ) to distribute the populations. Syrah uses the proposed genetic operators to permit disparate genome structures to be integrated into a given population during a migration event. [20] to distribute populations to discrete computational nodes. The Island Model implemented in Syrah is a fullyconnected topology that supports random-random migrations, meaning that a migration event can (randomly) involve any node in the system. Details regarding migration can be found in [22-24, 26, 27, 29, 41] .
The network communication between nodes was implemented using the HTTP v1.1 protocol over an SSL connection. The server node is designed to listen for client requests on port 443, the standard port used by SSL web servers. Additionally, the communication between the client and the server is always initiated by the client. This combination of techniques was selected so that the communication would be relatively secure and to facilitate communication between the client and server, when the client was located behind a firewall. This was done to circumvent firewall issues in the original network used for testing.
Finally, based on [21] , the nodes do not implement any special handling for detecting and preventing network topology faults. When a client is unable to complete a run (i.e., the host was restarted, network failure, etc.), the client is simply to starts a new run when it rejoins the Syrah topology.
Population Initialization.
With the use of our recombination operators, the population is able to support individuals with different chromosome sizes. To take advantage of this feature, the population is seeded with randomly sized chromosomes. Both the number of genes and the head domain length of each gene are varied during this phase. The number of genes in each individual is randomly selected between 1 and 10. During the creation of the chromosome, each gene selects a random head domain length between 5 and 15. These values were empirically determined during initial testing and were found to provide good genetic diversity. Additionally, we selected the random initialization method over a "ramped half-and-half " method [10] as a result of early experimentation.
The elements of the head are selected from a weighted bag. If the function set is smaller than that of the terminals, then the probability of selecting a function is 1/2; otherwise they are equally weighted.
Experimental
Design. An assortment of problems, of varying types and difficulty, were selected to evaluate the performance of our approach. The problems were selected from three areas to which Evolutionary Computation is commonly applied: (i) symbolic regression, or the automatic synthesis of functions,
(ii) classification, or generating boolean results (or labels) from a set of input values, (iii) parameter optimization, or the automatic discovery of parameter values which produce a maximum and/or minimum for a given function.
Validation of Results.
Each experiment was performed using K-Fold validation with 10 folds and 30 runs per fold. Each experiment consisted of two sets: a baseline set and an adaptive set. The baseline runs were executed using the standard GEP-RNC algorithm implemented as a part of the Syrah system with parameter control disabled. The adaptive runs were then executed in the same manner, but using the methodologies outlined previously. Each experiment was executed using the Syrah framework's parallel mode, which uses the Island Model to distribute the populations to separate computational nodes. The experiments used 32 islands that were executed on 16 dual-core Intel computers, running the Windows XP Professional operating system. The Syrah system supports migration between the islands But to facilitate the statistical analysis of the results, these experiments were run without this feature.
The baseline experiments were performed repeatedly using the values presented in Table 1 . During the adaptive evolution runs, the number of genes and the size of the head domain were tuned using our new operators. The details of the initial chromosome lengths can be found in Section 3.2.3.
Symbolic Regression Experiments.
The first three problems selected were the same problems used by Park et al. in [3] . These were selected so that the performance of this methodology could be compared to an existing (parallel) GEP-based self-adaptive approach. The fourth experiment was a regression of a sawtooth wave, while the fifth experiment was a more difficult time series analysis problem. The baseline experiments all produced poor results for gene counts of 1 through 3, which required 900 (3 × 10 folds × 30 runs per fold) runs to determine. Experiment 1. The first problem evaluated was a kinematics symbolic regression that modeled the movement of a vertically fired object. The kinematic equation for the position of the object at time t is defined by the following equation: If we use an initial velocity, V 0 = 25 m/s, and an initial position of S 0 = 0 and assume that the acceleration is equal to earth's gravity, a = −9.8 m/s 2 , then we can simplify the equation as
For this experiment, fifty data points were sampled from the interval t = 0.1 to t = 5 and used as the test cases.
Experiment 2.
Our second experiment extended the first, using two independent variables instead of one. Modifying (2) with the same assumptions as in Experiment 1, but with an independent initial velocity, gives:
The test cases for this experiment were generated using V 0 values of 20, 25, and 30. The values of t were the same as in the first experiment.
Experiment 3.
The third symbolic regression experiment used a fourth-order polynomial that was used in [3] and similar to the ones used in [1, 7] :
The algorithm attempted to evolve the function from 10 equally spaced samples taken from values of the Polynomial (5), in the interval x = [1, 10].
Experiment 4.
The fourth experiment was a regression of a sawtooth wave, which has been used as a benchmark in other works [42] . The function is defined by
The dataset consisted of 250 equally spaced data points in the range x = [−8, 8] . This range was selected instead of the 40 points in [−1, 1] used in [42] after discovering that the algorithm required a more challenging set of inputs.
Experiment 5 (Wolfer Sunspot Time Series Prediction).
The final experiment attempted to create a predictive model using 100 observations from the well-known Wolfer Sunspot Series [43] . The data were formatted for time series analysis, using a delay time of 1 and an embedding dimension of 10. This dataset has also been used to evaluate other GEP systems, including those in [7] and [14] .
Classification Experiment.
Classification is a common and important task for evolutionary computation algorithms. The classification experiment performed in this work used a large, real-world classification problem from the The Centre for Learning Technology (CLT) at Ryerson University. The evaluation of the classification experiments was accomplished using the "Hits with Penalty" method, as described in [7] .
The LiveDescribe project [44] is a software application developed by the Center for Learning Technology (CLT) at Ryerson University to added video descriptions (for the deaf) to video content. The project had originally used a manual process to select regions of dialog versus nondialog, so that descriptive video captions could be programmatically added to the non-dialog sections. Since the process of selecting the nondialog regions was a manual and user-intensive process, the CLT modified their application using a human-designed classifier system. This system was, on average, 70% effective.
The dataset consists of six real-value inputs and a single boolean output. Part of what makes this dataset a challenge is its size. The initial dataset consisted of approximately 90,000 records. The input variables are audio metrics and include RMS standard deviation, RMS average, a measure of audio entropy, zero crossing above to below, zero crossing left skew, and a zero crossing low-energy measurement. These inputs were sampled once for every 1 second of audio.
Parameter Optimization Experiments.
The five parameter optimization test functions were selected from the the well-known De Jong test functions [2] . These test functions were originally selected by De Jong to test the effectiveness of a given EC algorithm over a broad class of problems. While attempts have been made to improve the test set, it remains the de facto standard for parameter optimization validation. The five functions are presented here in their original form, but were modified (where necessary) to change them all to maximization functions, which allows for simpler evaluation with the GEP algorithm.
De Jong F1: Sphere Model. The first function in the De
Jong test set is a three-dimensional parabola that is convex, unimodal, and continuous. The function has a maximum of 78.6 at (x 1 , x 2 , x 3 ) = (±5.12, ±5.12, ±5.12): 
De Jong F5: Shekel's Foxholes. This is a two-dimension function that is continuous, nonquadratic, and non-convex, with 25 local maximums and was originally suggested by Shekel [46] . This version [47] of the function has maximum of approximately 499.002:
where
Results and Discussion
This section presents the results of the experiments outlined in Section 3 that were used to validate our enhancements to the GEP algorithm that address the issues identified in Section 1. Table 2 
Symbolic Regression Results.

Discussion of Symbolic Regression Experiments.
There are two figures for the first four experiments performed. The first figure of each pair shows the minimum, maximum, and average chromosome lengths in the population for each generation with respect to the generation number in the run. The other figures display a surface visualization of the distribution of the chromosome lengths in the population, with respect to the generation number in the run. For the final experiment, the surface plot was omitted because of the rapid convergence to a narrow range of chromosome lengths. Figure 11 compares the evolved model's performance to the target data. Since K-Fold validation was used, every tenth data point in Figure 11 was previously unseen by the model. The figures show that while the algorithm was optimizing the chromosome length it would initially explore a wide search space, then focus on a band of neighboring chromosome sizes.
A significant result was that the best solutions found using our new operators evolved better individuals with smaller representations than the PGEP-O system presented in [3] and the canonical GEP algorithm. It is interesting to note that the best chromosomes evolved for the two most difficult problems were significantly smaller than those evolved by the PGEP-O. Specifically, during the second and third experiments, the best evolved individuals were approximately 30% to 33% of the size of the individuals evolved using the PGEP-O methodology. Similarly, in Experiments 4 and 5, where our methodology was compared to a distributed canonical GEP algorithm (based on Syrah), our methodology produced results 33% and 30% the size of the alternative's results.
The results of the experiments, as shown in Table 2 , show that our new operators are significantly more efficient and produced better results for symbolic regression problems. This may have been because our populations were evolving smaller solutions and were able to explore the search space more effectively. Table 3 
Classification Results.
Discussion of Classification Experiments.
As stated in Section 3, the full LiveDescribe dataset consisted of approximately 90,000 entries, each with 6 real number variables and grouped into two classes. One of the challenges of this experiment was the computational resources required to evolve candidate solutions. The two methods both evolved individuals with similar performance, with both systems evolving a classifier capable of successfully identifying 80%-81% of the fitness cases. This is a substantial improvement over the original, humanwritten classifier (developed by the CLT at Ryerson [44] ), which was able to correctly classify approximately 70% of the fitness cases. After discussions with the CLT lab, it is believed that 85% may be the practical limit for identifying non-dialog sections of video using the current variable set. The CLT is currently working to modify its data acquisition software to collect additional parameters.
Examining the solutions evolved by our enhanced algorithm and canonical GEP, it is important to note that our methodology evolved a solution 32.1% the size of the one evolved by the standard algorithm. Since the size of the candidate solution's genome has a direct impact on the evaluation of the fitness cases (and live data, once implemented in the real world), the reduction in representation size may improve the overall performance of the system, even after considering the additional computation requirements of our new operators. The small number of classes in this experiment may have been possible limitation. With only two possible classes, the evolutionary process may not have been significantly challenged. However, it is felt that the number of test cases may have offset this. In the future, more complex classification problems should be investigated.
What the summary of results do not show is the number of additional epochs (and thus processing time) required to evaluate different values for the head domain length and number of genes for the canonical GEP algorithm that was used for comparison. Table 4 shows a summary of the results of parameter optimization experiments. Included in the summary are the maximum value found, the number of genes used by the best solution, the average gene length (static for canonical GEP), and the total genome size.
Parameter Optimization Results.
The visualized results and performance of the experiments are shown by Figures 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23 and 24.
Discussion of Parameter Optimization Experiments.
The results of the parameter optimization experiments show that both our methodology and canonical GEP are effective at evolving either optimal or near-optimal solutions to the problems in the De Jong test suite. As seen in previous experiment series, our enhancements enabled the algorithm to consistently evolve solutions which were significantly smaller than those evolved by canonical GEP. The solutions evolved by our enhanced algorithm in Experiments 2 and 3 were remarkably smaller than those found by canonical GEP. Specifically, they were 5.4% and 6.5% the size of those found by standard GEP.
Both methodologies had difficulty with the highdimension problem found in parameter optimization Experiment 4. However, our enhanced GEP algorithm evolved a slightly better result and had a representation size 54.6% the size of the one evolved by the standard algorithm. It is believed that the difficultly of this problem and the inability of the algorithm to locate the optimal parameter values contributed to the evolved size of the genome. Similarly, the numerical results of Experiment 1 were comparable, but the solutions evolved using the HIS solving ability while allowing it to evolve smaller genomes. While the De Jong functions have been reported [48] to not be an effective test set, they have been repeatedly shown to provide a good metric of the effectiveness of algorithms for a broad range of optimization problems. A possible limitation is that it is not currently possible to use the ACS mutation operator with our current experimental setup. Since we have not used Automatically Defined Functions (ADFs) [1] , we must use a fixed number of genes, one per parameter requiring optimization. While we were still able to obtain good results, we can only speculate that using ADFs and allowing the number of "normal" genes to evolve (similarly to our symbolic regression and classification experiments) would enhance the solutions of more difficult parameter optimization problems.
General Discussions.
Reviewing the results of our experiments, we see that our enhancements to the GEP algorithm consistently produced smaller solutions (sometimes significantly so) than canonical GEP. Since the representation size of a genome has a direct impact on the evaluation of the fitness cases, the reduction in representation size may improve the overall performance of the system, even after considering the additional computation requirements of our new operators. This was indirectly observed during the classification experiments while waiting for the two methodologies to complete their evolutionary runs. When our enhanced algorithm was running, it was noticeably faster than when the standard GEP algorithm was processing the same problem. The control of the number of genes and the head size of each gene was an implicit part of our GEP run and, thus, we did not require separate clients for optimization. This reduced the overall computational resources required to evolve solutions.
For all of the parameter optimization experiments the ACS mutation operator was disabled and, thus, we were unable to evaluate its potential effectiveness for this class of problems. The operator was disabled because of the evaluation method used. Since our GEP implementation did not use ADFs, it required one gene per parameter to optimize. It is possible that, if we implemented automatically defined functions and used the ACS mutation operator to evolve the number of "normal" genes, we would see different results.
The decision to randomly initialize the genes that were inserted during the ACS mutation phase appears successful. However, it would be interesting to investigate the use of gene cloning, or other methods, in the future.
We observed that the insertion point in the ACS mutation operator for classification and symbolic regression problems was not important because we used a commutative linking function during testing. The insertion point, however, may have been significant because of the way the gene would mix within the population during recombination. Additionally, since the Gene Transposition operator was used, good genes could be reordered within the chromosome. Had we used a noncommutative linking function or homeotic (ADF) genes, the insertion location could have had a greater impact.
Based on the results of our experiments, our new operators were able to successfully self-adaptively tune the two critical parameters of the GEP algorithm, the head domain length, and the number of genes. While our new operators have additional computational costs associated with them, it is hoped that they are offset by the shorter time required to evaluate the fitness functions, because of the smaller representations it evolved.
Our new recombination operators have also been empirically shown to permit crossbreeding and speciation within a single GEP population. They have also been shown to be effective in a distributed environment. However, additional research into the effects of our operators on migration is required.
Conclusion
This work presented enhancements to the Gene Expression Programming algorithm that enabled flexible genome representations, endowed self-adaptive characteristics, assisted with maintaining diversity within a population and enhanced the parallelization of the algorithm. In particular, the enhancements addressed issues of evolvability, crossbreeding and speciation, parameter control, and parallelization in canonical GEP.
Through a series of experiments that used an assortment of problem classes, including symbolic regression, classification, and parameter optimization, we have shown that our proposed methodology produced better results and, generally, smaller genome representations than the canonical GEP algorithm and the PGEP-O system [3] (for symbolic regression).
Specifically, the contributions presented in this work were (1) creation of a new transposition operator, the Head Insertion Sequence (HIS), which self-adaptively tunes the head domain length of a gene, (2) development of a new mutation operator, the Adaptive Chromosome Size (ACS) mutation, which mutates the number of genes in an individual to tune the-gene count parameter, (3) addition of new GEP recombination operators to permit structurally dissimilar individuals to interact. which removed the structural constraints imposed when transferring an individual from one population to another and permitted both crossbreeding and speciation.
Our enhancements to the GEP algorithm also simplified its use, by implicitly controlling the head domain length and number of genes throughout an evolutionary run. By removing the need to set these two critical GEP parameters prior to executing a run, the level of "expert knowledge" required to use GEP is reduced and allows EC novices to use the algorithm more effectively.
The simplification of the algorithm's configuration and the implicit parameter control of the two critical parameters are still subject to the concept of "No Free Lunch" [35] . The "No Free Lunch" theorem states that without a priori knowledge of a problem all potential solution methods are equal. While the values of the parameters evolved during a run may not be optimal for all problem types, they are frequently "good enough" and "No Free Lunch" is partially offset by the ease of using the new algorithm. This was seen during our experimental verification of the algorithm and when comparing our methodology to canonical GEP. To determine the GEP experimental baselines, several runs with different head domain length and number of gene parameter values were required, to obtain usable results. Comparatively, with our enhanced algorithm we only needed to start a run sequence and let the algorithm evolve the parameters.
While our enhancements to the GEP algorithm have proven to be successful, they are not without costs and limitations. Since we have added extra operators to enable our metaevolution of the parameters, we also have added additional computational overhead. In particular, the ACS mutation operator has significant overhead when it generates a new gene from random elements. The overhead associated with the new operators may be partially offset by the reduced size of the solution representations (as experienced during our trials), but further experimentation and analysis are required to confirm this.
Another side effect of our self-adaptive method is that we have increased the search space available to the algorithm. This is both a benefit and a liability, since the algorithm can traverse the entire space defined by any combination of head domain length and number of genes. This allows the algorithm to find novel solutions, but also increases the number of potential solutions dramatically, possibly increasing the search time and allowing the algorithm to get stuck in at a nonoptimal solution.
When developing the enhancements to the GEP algorithm, the possibility of introducing bloat, or the excessive creation of introns to protect a genome's functionality, was a major concern. By eliminating the fixed chromosome size (which was necessary to remedy the issues we saw with GEP), the potential for the genome representation and size to grow unchecked became a possibility; even with the parameter control inherent in the new operators. One conjecture for not observing bloat is that the HIS Transposition operator, which is responsible for controling the head size, restructures the genome by adding sections from one domain to another, instead of simply inserting or deleting material. This does not account for the effect of the ACS mutation operator, which mutates the number of genes in a chromosome. However, the selection pressure from the Tournament Selection with Elitism selection method may have provided resistance to unnecessary gene additions. It is possible that in more difficult problems (that require longer runs or larger datasets) we may begin to observe bloat and need to take steps to measure and constrain it.
Related to the previous topic of bloat and introns is the matter of genetic diversity within a population. Our current research did not include any specific mechanisms to measure the diversity of individuals within a population (either in a single population or distributed multipopulation setting), but the genome length statistics, recorded during the experiments, can be used as a simple metric. Using the surface plots of the chromosome lengths (found in Section 4), we can suppose that our methodology maintains a level of genetic diversity throughout a run. While the populations were initially very diverse and chaotic, as the runs progressed, the outliers were reduced and a narrower band of chromosome sizes (and thus diversity) was maintained.
Overall, our enhancements have been shown to be effective at addressing the issues of evolvability, crossbreeding and speciation, parameter control, and parallelization in the canonical GEP algorithm.
Future
Work. Though our enhancements have been effective, there is still work that can be done to further our understanding of them, their relationship and application to Evolutionary Computation in general, and the workings of the GEP algorithm itself.
A detailed study of the effects of our enhancements on the levels of genetic diversity in a population would aid in understanding the mechanisms that make the operators effective. Additionally, applying the "Nonsynonymous to Synonymous Substitution Ratio (Ka/Ks)" [49] to study the rate of evolution, in conjunction with a diversity study, could show where further improvements could be made in the GEP algorithm.
Applying our enhancements to Automatically Defined Functions (ADFs) in GEP could potentially provide interesting results and bears further investigation. This could be particularly useful for difficult or complex parameter optimization problems, since, when using GEP-PO, the number of genes must always equal the number of parameters being optimized. Using ADFs would allow the number of normal genes to be adaptively tuned using the ACS mutation operator.
Further research into the potential of unrestrained chromosome growth, or bloat, and selection pressure in our enhanced GEP algorithm would be interesting, as we did not observe significant bloat during our experiments. In evolutionary computation, any algorithm or representation that allows unrestrained growth and yet demonstrates resistance to bloat warrants further investigation.
The impact of our operators on migration and the exchange of genetic material in distributed setting requires further study. In particular, a thorough examination of our system when running in a distributed, multi-island settings with different connection topologies and migration strategies would be useful for determining the optimal configuration (if possible).
While the enhancements presented in this work enabled crossbreeding and the evolution of different species within a population, we did not specifically implement any niching methods. This could prove to be an interesting avenue of exploration in the future, as it could enhance the algorithm's performance with multimodal problems.
Finally, adapting our enhancements to neuroevolution, or the evolution of neural networks, using GEP (such as the GEP-nets algorithm [7] ) has great potential. This is because our enhancements could permit size and structure changes to the evolved neural networks, allowing a more dynamic and complicated structure to be evolved.
